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Description:

From Publishers Weekly Twenty years after founding the World Changers Church International,
Dollar (Claim Your Victory Today) continues to offer advice on applying the Bible to everyday
situations in pursuit of a prosperous life. Each easily digestible chapter—first broken down into a
homily-esque message, followed by a recap, relevant scripture and an exercise—addresses the title's
eight steps. Maintaining a natural but firm tone, Dollar vacillates between scriptural and personal
experience to make his points. Those already familiar with his ministry will most likely find his
suggestions relevant and helpful. However, seekers, especially those new to Christianity, may find
parts of the second half of the book a bit vague when it comes to instructions such as come up with
your own confessions based on God's Word when trying to form new habits or memorize Scriptures
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so you will have ammunition to cast down ungodly thoughts when working on self-discipline. While
the advice may improve a reader's connection with God, more specific suggestions—whether of
actual verses or even just how to find a certain verse—would better round out Dollar's blueprint for
a godly life. (Jan. 2)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review "8 STEPS TO CREATE THE LIFE YOU WANT works. . . . Get it. Read it. You're only 8 steps
away from the life of joy you really want." (speaker, author, and cofounder of Kenneth
Copeland Ministries Kenneth Copeland )

"Dr. Creflo Dollar continues to mobilize millions through his practical approach to activating God's
promises in our everyday lives. He is truly one of the greatest Bible teachers in the body of Christ
today." (author of You're All That! Paula White ) --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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